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Wireless Gaming Controller iPega Ninja PG-P4010B touchpad PS

iPega Ninja PG-P4010B Wireless Gaming Controller touchpad PS4 (white)
The  iPEGA  PG-P4010A  pad  lets  you  take  your  gaming  experience  to  a  new  level.  Vibration  generating  motors  allow  for  increased
immersion,  and  4  programmable  buttons  allow for  even  more  customization  of  the  controller.  The  device  is  distinguished  by  its  wide
compatibility and fits perfectly in your hands. It is also equipped with a 6-axis gyroscope and a capacitive touchpad.
 
4 programmable buttons
Customize  the  pad  to  your  needs  and  perform  even  the  most  complicated  combinations  with  ease.  The  PG-P4010B  offers  4
programmable buttons that you can easily adjust to your preferences. It's your new way to great victories in your favorite games!
 
Immerse yourself in the game
Want  the  most  immersive  gaming  experience  possible?  The  PG-P4010B  is  the  perfect  pad  for  you!  It  is  equipped  with  2  motors  that
generate vibrations depending on the events on the screen. The controller also has a 6-axis gyroscope, which accurately detects your
position. Thanks to this, you can enjoy unparalleled smoothness, even when you take extremely sharp turns in a racing game.
 
Built-in touchpad
More and more games these days use touchpad functionality to make gameplay even more engaging. To let you play them freely, the
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PG-P4010B controller has a built-in capacitive touchpad for unparalleled smoothness and precision.
 
Broad compatibility
No  matter  what  hardware  you're  playing  on,  iPEGA  will  help  you  get  better  and  better.  The  PG-P4010A  pad  is  compatible  with  most
popular devices such as PS3 and PS4, computers, laptops, smartphones and tablets. It works perfectly with Windows 7 / 8 / 10, Android
and iOS.
 
Tailored to the needs of gamers
The controller's grips have been covered with non-slip, sweat-resistant silicone that feels pleasant to the touch. As a result, the device
fits well in your hands and provides comfort. Its joystick rotates 360° and guarantees incredible precision, while the LED backlit buttons
not only look fantastic, but are also more visible at night. The controller also has convenient to use triggers, a built-in speaker and a 3.5
mm jack port for connecting headphones.
 
Manufacturer
iPega
Model
PG-P4010B
Color
White
Connection
Wired / Bluetooth
Bluetooth version
3.0
Bluetooth range
8m
Battery capacity
400 mA
Operating current
< 50mA
Operating voltage
DC 3.7V
Input voltage
-
Input current
-
Operating time on one charge
Approx. 6h
Charging time
Approx. 3h
Operating time in standby mode
30 days
Charging port
USB-C
Number of programmable buttons
4
Touchpad
Yes
Vibration
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Yes
Built-in Speaker
Yes
Audio jack 3.5mm input
Yes
Compatibility
PS4, PS5 (only PS4 games), Android (10.0 and above), iOS (13.0 and above), Android TV (wired), PS3 (wired), PC (wired)

Preço:

Antes: € 27.9948

Agora: € 27.00

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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